
AL JAMA-AH LAUNCHES VIRTUAL MUSLIMS AFRICA 
CONTINENTAL OFFICE

THE AL JAMA-AH party has launched a virtual Muslims Africa Continental Office (MACO) to elect a task team to prepare 
a road map for a New Muslim Civilisation in Africa.

This was announced by AL JAMA-AH’s president and leader in the South African Parliament, Hon Ganief Hendricks 
during a Virtual Meeting on a seminar on “Africa Liberation Day” on 25 May 2020. Hendricks said the New Muslim 
Civilisation in Africa will of course spread to other continents.

He reminded fellow members of the SA Parliament not to forget the warning of the United Africa’s founding fathers 
who stated that African countries who achieved their “uhuru” (liberation/freedom/independence)  will remain weak 
and that only a United Africa will be a true “uhuru” and unleash a world giant.

Hon Hendricks supported a motion by SA members in Parliament to establish a standby military force for Africa and 
that one third of the combatants must be women. “I am now putting together a High Command of women combatants 
to play their part in the standby force. This High Command while being the first mechanism for the Muslim Civilisation 
will integrate into the official standby military force of the African Union and will seek membership of the African Union 
Parliament,” he said.

He said he received support from five African countries where he addressed university faculties of Ph.D students and 
political consultants. Support for the New Muslim Civilisation in Africa also gained momentum from world Muslim 
leaders including ambassadors and professors from across the religious spectrum and at two major Islamic Conferences 
he participated in.

His concept for a cyber civilisation towards a New Muslim Civilisation in Africa, was well received at the conference 
in Turkey. This conference was organised by the Economic Social and Research Centre (ESAM) , a socio-economic 
intellectual forum which members consist of former and current  prime ministers and presidents of the country. The 
ESAM conference supported a virtual currency for a cyber civilisation proposed by Hendricks and heard his theory for 
a new Muslim Civilisation.  The first project is to recruit women combatants for the standby force.
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